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Sudoku solver algorithm python

This post describes the Sudoku Solver in Python. Even the most challenging Sudoku puzzles can be solved quickly and efficiently with the depth of the first search and the limitations of propagation. 1. Introduction minimum Sudoku puzzle Recently Sudoku error bit me. According to Wikipedia, this popular puzzle puzzle
rose to prominence in 2004. Sudoku is Japanese for one number. Sudoku's goal is to fill the 9x9 grid, where each row, column, and 3x3 area contains each of the numbers from 1 to 9. These puzzles move in trouble, and some can be surprisingly difficult to solve manually. But they are all remarkably easy to deal with
with computers. Other solvers After a few days of manually playing Sudoku, I naturally decided to write to the solver for it. I solved this problem myself, before comparing it to other online solvers. I would like to mention two articles that were particularly useful. The first article is by Ali Spittel. I liked the overall structure of



her code, and used it to refactor some of mine. However, its code cannot solve hard puzzles, because it follows only a simple strategy of spreading restrictions. The second article is by Peter Norvig. It uses a more comprehensive search and containment strategy and provides thorough analysis with multiple puzzles. I
used his set of 95 hard puzzles and 11 hardest puzzles to test my code. However, I found its structure counterintuitive. For example, it stores the board as a dictionary instead of a 9x9 field. Raghav Virmani's augmented reality solver is very cool. This program solves and overlays solutions on unresolved Sudokus images
in real time. This is by combining Norvig Solver with convolutional neural networks that can read images of numbers. There are many solvers who refrain from searching or other trial and error strategies. One of the more comprehensive ones is the Andrew Stuart Solver, which implements 38 different strategies for
sudokus solutions. The main drawback of this type of solver is, despite the complexity, can not solve every type of puzzle Sudoku. 2. Difficulty levels Before describing my solver, I would like to give a quick overview of the difficulty levels in Sudoku. I have received awards from them in the last few weeks. Difficult levels
are: Easily difficult Very difficult Ultra-hard Impossible It is from a human point of view. Because solver uses search, these levels do not affect its performance. For the computer, all puzzles can be described as simple. This section deals only with puzzles with a unique solution or no solution. Any given Sudoku puzzle may
have multiple solutions, but most published Sudokus have only one. My solver can find all the solutions for the puzzle. Easily difficult puzzles The New York Times publishes daily Sudokus on www.nytimes.com/puzzles/sudoku/. There are three levels: simple, medium and hard. Here is an example of a simple puzzle (left)
and a hard puzzle (right). The simple puzzle is 39 feet. There are 13 singles at the start. These Cells in which there is a candidate that is unique to a given row, column, or field. These can be filled in immediately. This will create more singles until the very end of the puzzle. I can solve such a puzzle in 3-5 minutes. The
hard riddle is 23 feet. There are only two singles at the beginning. To solve the rest of the puzzle, one should compare rows, columns and boxes to remove the candidates. It is very easy to rediscover other basic strategies: couples, triplets, pointing pairs and box-line reduction. I can solve these puzzles in 20-30 minutes.
Just use the simplest of these strategies combined with the depth of the first search to solve any Sudoku puzzle very quickly. Very difficult puzzles People, however, wanted to invade themselves. Is it possible to solve hard Sudoku without guessing? There are many more complex strategies for solving Sudoku puzzles.
For example, constructing chains in multiple rows, columns, and fields to remove candidates. Or compare multiple cells and combinations of candidates to remove only one candidate. In general, it's more work for less. Some puzzles require at least one of these strategies to solve (without guessing). Andrew Stuart
tosses them from tough to extreme to diabolical. I'm not solving these puzzles. Here's a diabolical puzzle with 26 clues: This one is particularly ugly. Try giving it to Stuart's solver. It takes several steps of small eliminations before the puzzle can be solved. In the meantime, my investigator only takes six guesses to solve
it. Ultra-hard puzzles Ok. So you became a master of Sudoku. You're guessing. You've learned all the complex techniques. You can create chains across the board and swordwordboards remind you of your more innocent days. Can you now solve all possible puzzles with logic alone? No conjecture? Turns out not.
Stuart himself posts weekly 'unsolvables'. These puzzles cannot be solved with its logic-only solver. But they are very solvable with the search. In 2012, this 21-foot puzzle by mathematician Art Inkal was described as the toughest puzzle in the world: Is it the hardest? I don't know. But he's definitely a monster. At the very
beginning, one cell has two candidates, and the rest have three. You're forced to argue in a cell with two candidates. And then at best, two more guesses before you have to use any of the techniques in Stuart's solver. That's $1$ at $2^3 = $8 probability of a proper guess without bad guesswork. My solver has 39
guesses to solve this problem, of which 29 are wrong1. So in other words, even an amateur like me can solve the hardest Sudoku puzzle in the world manually if they are willing to do it 40 times. Impossible Puzzles If you search this term on the Internet, you will probably find a lot of hard, but certainly solvable, Sudokus.
People like to exaggerate the difficulty of these puzzles. However, there is a very large set of puzzles that are really impossible. They are trivially easy to build. Easiest To do this is to play the game Sudoku and make a mistake XD. Here are two puzzles that are impossible from the beginning: Very amusingly, Norvig
passed the puzzle to the right side of his solver, and it took almost 24 minutes to conclude that it was impossible. Its solver otherwise takes less than a second to solve the ultra-hard Sudokus. As an amateur Sudoku player, it took me less than a minute to verify that it was impossible2. 3. Code General Algorithm To solve
even the most challenging of these puzzles, our Sudoku Solver only has to follow three strategies: If a square has only one candidate, place that value there. If the candidate is unique in a row, field, or column, place that value there (hidden singles). If neither 1 or 2 is not true throughout the grid to guess. Back off if
sudoku becomes insoluble. To check the number 2, we need to keep a list of candidates for each block and update it as the values are located. This adds complexity. We could leave it out - the solver will require more conjecture, but it will still work. However, it is easy to find these hidden singles and this step makes the
algorithm much faster. So the added complexity is well justified. Sudoku class My Sudoku class stores two 9x9 fields: one is for integers with a final value and the other is for candidate values. I also wrote several auxiliary functions to extract rows, columns and boxes from the network. The __repr__ overrides the default
string for the print function. VEĽKOSŤ = 9 BOX_SIZE = 3 trieda Sudoku(): def __init__(self, mriežka: Zoznam[Zoznam[int]]): n = len(mriežka) self.grid = grid self.n = n # vytvoriť mriežku životaschopných kandidátov pre každú pozíciu kandidátov = [] pre i v rozsahu (n): riadok = [] pre j v rozsahu (n): ak mriežka[i][j] == 0:
row.append(self.find_options(i), j)) inak: row.append(set()) candidates.append(riadok) self.candidates = kandidáti def __repr__(self) -&gt; str: repr = '' pre riadok v self.grid: repr += str(riadok) + '' return repr def get_row(self, r: int) -&gt; List[int]: návrat self.grid[r] def get_col(self, c: int) -&gt; List[int]: návrat [riadok[c] pre
riadok v self.grid] def get_box_inds(self, r: int, c: int) -&gt; List[Tuple[int,int,in t]]: inds_box = [] i0 = (r // BOX_SIZE) * BOX_SIZE # získať prvý riadok index j0 = (c // BOX_SIZE) * BOX_SIZE # získať prvý stĺpec index pre i v rozsahu (i0 , i0 + BOX_SIZE): for j in the range (j0, j0 + BOX_SIZE): inds_box.append((i), j)) return
inds_box def get_box(self, r: int, c: int) -&gt; List[int]: box = [] for i, j in self.get_box_inds(r, c): box.append(self.grid[i][j]) Return field These functions are for editing the list of candidates. They are also part of the Sudoku class. Below is find_options a feature called __init__. I decided to work with python type settings to work
with candidates. Union of set-up functions (operator |) and difference (operator -) make it easy to find different candidates between intersecting rows, columns, and fields. def find_options(self, r: int, c: int) -&gt; Set: nums = set(range(1, SIZE + 1)) = set(self.get_row(r)) set(self.get_row(r)) = set(self.get_col (c)) set_box =
set(self.get_box(r, c)) used = set_row | set_col — Sub-total | | set_box valid = nums.difference (used) to return valid As we place values, we will need to clear them as candidates in adjacent blocks. It could then unlock new values elsewhere, making it useful to do a propagation restriction at the same time. While there are
many different strategies for limiting dissemination, you only need to use the simplest strategy, hidden singles. def place_and_erase (self, r: int, c: int, x: int, constraint_prop=True): Remove x as candidate in the grid in this row, column and field # place candidate x self.grid[r][c] = x self.candidates[r][c] = set() # remove
candidate x for neighbors inds_row = [(r, j) for j in range (self.n)] inds_col = [i, c) for i in range (self.n)] inds_box = self.get_box_inds(r, c) deleted = [(r, c)] # index set to limit propogration cleared += self.erase([x], inds_row +inds_col+inds_box, []) # restriction propagation, through each index that was changed during
deletion and inds_box, []) # restriction of propagation, through each index that was changed on deletion and inds_box constraint_prop: i, j = erased.pop() inds_row = [(i, j) for j in the range (self.n)] inds_col = [i , (j) for i in the range (self.n)] inds_box = self.get_box_inds(i), (j) for inds in [inds_row, inds_col, inds_box]: # use
strategy #1. hidden single unique = self.get_unique (inds) for inds_unique, number in uniques: i_u, j_u = inds_unique[0] self.candidates[i_u][j_u] = file (number) deleted += self.erase(num, inds, inds_unique) def erase (self, nums, indices, keep): clear nums as candidates in indexes but not in keep deleted = [] for i, j in
indexes: edited = False if (i, j) in keep): continue x in nums: if (x in self.candidates[i][j]): self .candidates[i][j].remove(x) edited = True if edited: erased.append((i,j)) return deleted def count_candidates(self, indexes): count = [[] for _ in the range (self.n +1)] for i , j in indexes: for a number in self.candidates[i][j]:
count[num].append(i, j)) number of returns def get_unique(self, indexes): groups = self.count_candidates(indexes) of uniques = [] # final set of unique candidates to return to num , group_inds in enumerate (groups): if only(group_inds) == 1: uniques.append((group_inds, [num])) returns a unique Solver Here is the
complete algorithm of the solution. The code scans through all 9x9 blocks, and tries to place simple candidates after step 1 or 2. This process is repeated until no changes are made. Then either sudoku is solved or we should go to search through Strategy 3. If the second, the code is looking for a block with the fewest
candidates, and it takes guessing there. It then starts with step 1 again. If at any time the bloc does not have candidates, that is, an error has occurred, and the code is receding. def solveSudoku(grid, num_boxes=SIZE, all_solutions=False): def solve(puzzle, depth=0): nonlocal calls, depth_max calls += 1 depth_max =
max(depth, depth_max) solved = False while notsolved: solved = True edited = # if no edits, either done or stuck for i in range(n): for j in range(n): ak ak == 0: Solved = False Options = puzzle.candidates[i][j] if only(options) == 0: return puzzle.grid, False # unsolvable -&gt; backtrack elif only(options) == 1: # Step 1
puzzle.place_and_erase(i, j, list(options)[0]) # Step 2 edited = True if not modified: # nothing changed in this round -&gt; either done or stuck if solved: solution_set.append(grid2str(puzzle.grid.)) return puzzle.grid, True otherwise: # Find square with as few options as possible min_guesses = (n +1, -1) for i in range (n): for
j in range (n): options = puzzle.candidates[i][j] if only(options) &gt;1: min_guesses = min(only(options), (i, j)), min_guesses) i, j =min_guesses[1] options =puzzle.candidates[i][j] for y in options: #step 3. Backtracking checkpoint puzzle_next = deepcopy(puzzle) puzzle_next.place_and_erase(i, j, y) grid_final, solved =
solve(puzzle_next, depth=depth+1) if solved and not all_solutions: break # return 1 solution return grid_final, solved return puzzle.grid, solved calls, depth_max = 0, 0 solution_set = [] puzzle = Sudoku(grid) n = puzzle.n grid_final, solved = solution (puzzle, depth = 0) info = {'calls': calls, 'max depth': depth_max , 'solution':
only (solution_set), 'solution_set': solution_set } return grid_final, solved, info Puzzles can be represented in serial format by concatenation of rows instead of stacking them. Then, instead of saving it as a field, it can be saved as a string. This makes it easier to store and retrieve many different puzzles. For example, here
is a difficult Inkala puzzle: 800000000003600000700902000500070000045700000010003000100068008500010090000400 Or s . instead of 0 for semi-finished products: 8..........36...... 7..9.2... 5... 7.......457.....1... 3... 1....68..85... 1..9....4.. The following functions are converted between these serial formats and the grid.
def flatten(grid) -&gt; List[int]: arr = [] for row in grid: arr.extend(row) return arr def unflatten(arr: List[int], n=9) -&gt; List[List[int]]: grid = [] for i in range(0, only(arr), n): grid.append(arr[i:i+n]) return grid def arr2str(arr: List[int]) -&gt; str: string ='' for a digit in arr: string += str(digit) return string def str2arr (string: page) -&gt;
List[int]: arr =[] end = string.find('-') end = only(string) if end == -1 other end for c in string[0:end]: if c =='.': arr.append(0) else: arr.append(int(c))) ) return arr def grid2str(grid: List[List[int]]) -&gt; str: return arr2str(flatten(grid)) def str2grid(string: str) -&gt; List[List[int]]: return unflatten(str2arr(string)) 4. Analysis This code
takes 0.15s and 39 calls to solve the Inkala puzzle solution. The maximum call depth is 10. For Norvig's 95 hard puzzles, the code takes a total of 30,504s, with an average time of 0.321s per puzzle. The average number of calls is 93.0, while the maximum number of calls is 588. This is slower than the Norvig code. I'm
not sure if it's because of the algorithm, the implementation, or because of my hardware. For Norvig, the 11 hardest puzzles, total time 0.671s, with an average of 0.061s per puzzle. The average number of calls is also much lower, at 15.6, with 55. Out of curiosity, I have added more advanced strategies: couples, triplets
and pairing. For 95 puzzles, it reduces the total resolution time to 8,658s and reduces the average time to 0.091s. The average number of calls is only 13.7 and the maximum number of calls is 129. For the 11 hardest puzzles, these additional strategies require more time and slow down the resolution time slightly to
0.072s per puzzle. The average number of calls fell to 11.6, while the maximum number of calls rose to 74. This shows that there are only marginal gains for much more effort. Also, they make no difference to solving the path for puzzle Inkala. You can view the full code with advanced strategies in my GitHub repository
at: . There are other features that are not described here. For example, check_possible that will flag impossible puzzles such as those mentioned earlier. 5. Conclusion I hope you enjoyed reading about my Sudoku Solver. In some ways, it is able to solve every Sudoku puzzle within the second trivialises appeal of
Sudoku. But I still like to deal with the slightly challenging Sudokus manually. It helps me break my mind away from things and relax. Relax.
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